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Governor Mills Appoints Or
Another Delegate to Irrigation Congress.

.

Governor Mills today appointed Edward B. Wheeler, of East Las Vegas, a
delegate to the Irrigation Congress at
Pueblo, Colo.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today
appointed
James W. Tulls, of Queen, Eddy county; Byron M. Holtry, of Fierro, Grant
county, and Faustin Louez, of Ribera,
San Miguel county notaries public.
Fine Work on Scenic Highway.
"Good Roads Engineer C. H. Neal, of
the good roads commission, is accomplishing splendid results on the the
Scenic Highway in the Santa Fe
canon. He has completed two more
miles of roadway, fourteen feet wide
and half a mile of it in solid rock.
The road is now above Monument
Rock and in another month will connect with the switchbacks, which will
then be cleaned out and made passable. The bridges on the road have
been repaired temporarily but will be
replaced next year with concrete

constructures. There
23
are
victs in the good roads camp at present.
Retaining Wall Along Santa Fe River.
On next Monday, the territory will
begin work on the retaining wall
along the executive mansion grounds
on the north. The wall will run from
the Don Gaspar avenue to the Bridge
street bridge and will be of concrete.
The structure will take 500 cubic
yards of concrete. Along the top will
be planted Lombardy populars.'
Certificate of Authority Issued.
Assistant Superintendent of Insurance Peter M. Lienau has issued a certificate of authority to do business in
New Mexico under its new name to
the New Jersey Plate Glass Company,
which has changed its name to New
Jersey Fidelity and Plate Glass Company and has increased its capital
stock to $300,000.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Territorial Enfor the
gineer Vernon L. Sullivan
stream gauging fund; from Cleofes
Romero, 'warden of the penitentiary
$260.56, convict's earnings.
Who Pays the Taxes.
d
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
is engaged upon a most interesting and valuable analysis of the
assessment rolls for 1910. It is to determine the percentage of taxes paid
by each interest in each county and
will form a basis for the work of the
constitutional convention on assessment and taxation. For Chaves county, for instance, tihe percentages are
as follows: Agricultural lands and improvements 27.61 per cent; city lots
and Improvements 23,62; railroads
8.27; cattle 8.22; grazing lands and
Improvements 6.91; sheep, goats 6.10;
merchandise 4.55; horses, mules 3.72;
.banks 3.48; household goods 3.09;
wagons and implements and harness
1.13; money and bonds .93; telegraph
and telephone .32; all other classes
2.05. The significant part is that in
the immensely wealthy county of
Chaves, money and bonds pay less
than one per cent of taxes, while the
farmer pays more than a quarter of
all taxes.
County Balances.
The report of Territorial Traveling
Auditor Charles V. Safford for last
month, shows that on August 1, the
counties of the territories
twenty-si- x
had to their credit the enormous
$1-2-

Saf-for-

'.1.

amount of $1,222,387.12 in unexpended balances. The counties arranged
as follows:
Chaves
$167,0452
Bernalillo
103,474.63
Valencia
82,465.09
Lincoln .
.. 73,838.46

Grant
San Miguel
Luna
Dona Ana
Socorro

Curry
Colfax .
Rio Arriba
Quay . ...
Sandoval .
Eddy .
Otero
Union

Sierra
Taos
Roosevelt .
Guadalupe .
Santa Fe .

Torrance
Mora .
McKlnley
San Juan .

.

70,922.67
62,677.62
61,619.56
55,222.67
54,807.35
45,935.90
45,678.91
45,364.83
41,176.45
35,422.45
31,525.19
30,324.18
27,273.09
26,641.48
25,530.98
24,465.34
24,069.96
22,628.61
21,119.81
18,919.50
13,673.23
10,563.24
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Will Not Attend T. B. Catron and G. W. Prichard May Have to Go Over Until To. Number of len on
Ship
Land by Handsome
morrow Owing to Rush of
Banquet of Hamilton
come by the Smoke
Club.
Business.
Majorities.
and Gas.

Freepoit, 111., Sept. 8. Colonel
Roosevelt refused flatly today to attend the banquet to be given tonight
by the Hamilton club in Chicago unless Senator Lorimer is excluded. He
demanded that a telegram to that effect be sent to the Senator.
Roosevelt Rebukes Graft in Illinois.
Freepoit, Sept. 8. A committee of
sixteen members of the Hamilton club
came to Freeport from Chicago and
met Colonel Roosevelt to escort him to
Chicago. The colonel at once asked
"Is
who was to attend the dinner.
Speaker Cannon to be there?" he asked. "Yes," replied John P. Batten,
"he accepted the invitation." "How
about Senator Lorimer?" the 'colonel
asked. "Senator Lorimer is a member of the club," he was told. "He
has accepted the invitation to dinner."
"Then I must decline to go," said the
colonel. He added he would feel the
same about the presence of Senator
Lorimer as if the members of the
Illinois legislature wlho are involved
in the graft investigation shotfid be
present at the dinner. Members of the
committee told the colonel that they
would go back to Chicago and Inform
Senator Lorimer of his views. "No,"
Colonel Roosevelt replied, "send him
a telegram telling him I will not attend if he is there."
An Imitation Jungle.
Chicago, Sept. 8. From the time
Colonel Roosevelt arrives in Chicago
late this afternoon until he departs
for Cincinnati at 1:30 tomorrow morn
ing, he will be the central figure in
a series of receptions arranged in his
honor.
A large proportion of the
membership of the Hamilton club and
many school children will be at Wells
street station to voice the yells and
songs written for the occasion. The
colonel will be tihe guest at a banquet at the Congress hotel at which
there will be eleven hundred diners.
Among those to be seated at the
speaker's table will be Governor Deen-en- ,
United States Senators Lorimer,
and
Gamble, Cummins,
Beveridge,
Speaker Cannon and former Vice
President Fairbanks. One of the big
banquet halls where the reception wni
be held, has been transformed into
the representation of a jungle. The
chef of the Jiotel has constructed a
candy piece four feet high, represent
ing Colonel Roosevelt seated on an
elephant with two negro gun bearers
all in the midst of palm trees.
Lorimer's Invitation Recalled.
Chicago, Sept. 8. The committee of
the Hamilton club, has recalled its
invitation to Senator Lorimer to at-- ,
tend tonight's banquet.

Final returns give the Republicans
St. Paul, Sept.
of the constitutional con- - for tne national

70 delegates

s.-

is impossible
ronservai ion con-

-it

Ba- -

t?n,Mvention; the Democrats get 28 dele- - f88said
today ne would crowd the
of
whom
were
gates
eight
practically , rogram as mut.h as 1:ossib!e and ,,er.
given them in Republican counties by haps hold a night session, but as it
a strenuous convention the
fusion arrangement, and two delegates, has 1,(
--

one in Guadalupe county, being in
doubt, the race lying between J. J.
Moises, Republican
and Reymundo
Harrison, Democrat, there being only
half a dozen votes difference between
the two, and the Republicans assert- ing that eighteen Democratic votes at
Sumner were cast illegally; and
the election of Holloman, Republican,
in Quay county, being in doubt. A
careful canvass of the delegates shows
that the Oregon plan of initiative and
referendum will not be considered by
the convention, nor statewide prohi- The great majority favor a
safe and sane fundamental law with- out any legislative frills whatever.
The referendum will be granted on
such local propositions as bond is-- j
sues, special taxation, herd law, city'
government and such subjects as are
now subject to popular vote. A num- ber of the delegates have already
served rooms at the hotels and sani-'- .
tarium for the convention.
Santa Fe County.
The returns from San Ildefonso pre- cinct, the only one missin yesterday
of the twenty-thre- e
precincts, slightly
increases the Republican
majorities,
The precinct gave the Republican tick- et the following vole: Catron, 43;
40; Ortega, 42; Sena, 42;
Pankey, 30. The Democratic ticket
ran: Laughlih, 34; Delgado, 36; Cart- 38.
Roibal,
wright, 35; Hynd 35;
This makes the vote for the entire
comity as follows:
Republican,

FIRE GRAFT

ON

1515
1401
1370
1356
1356

Democratic.
Delgado

Cartwright
Roibal
Hynd
Laughlin

1315
12S5
1202
1186
114C

Taos Does Well.
Taos, N. M., Sept. 8. Out of 20S
polled at Taos, the Republican
candidates received the following:
Malaquias Martinez 149, William Mc- Kean 141, Squire Hartt, Jr., 131, One- simo G. Martinez 139. The Republi- cans carried Ranchos de Taos, Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo.
Union County Returns.
Clayton, Sept. 8. The Democrats
concede the election of the Republican
W. C. T. U. CONVENTION
AT LAS CRUCES. delegates. The total vo'e in precincts
1 2 3 4 5 7 13 15 16 17 22 is as
Mrs. Katherine B. Patterson of This follows: Republican,' Gall'egos 789, Ba818, Field 754, Vigil 802. Demo- ker
Adan
Made
City
Interesting
crats, Pace 580, Miera 683, Broesier
dress on Tuesday.
651, Castillo 707.
One Candidate in Doubt In Quay.
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 8. The
Tucumcari, N. M., Sept. 8. Returns
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
of New Mexico, which is assembled in from all but three precincts show that
Republican, Saxon, House and
its twenty-seventannual convention
at Las Cruces, with headquarters in Davidson, Democrats are elected, and
the First Metihodist church, is having Hollman, Republican, is In doubt
leads the ticket with Kohn
the most successful session of its life
in point of numbers of visiting dele- second.
Dona Ana County.
j
gates present.
The convention went into executive
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 8. In the
session immediately. Mrs. S. C. Nut- 16 precincts ofliclally reported the
ter, territorial president of Albuquer- total vote cast for each candidate Is
Most of the general as follows. Democrats Van Patten,
que, presiding.
officers and several territorial superin- 917; Bonham, 903; Frenger, 1015;
tendents were present, as well as del- Reynolds, 981.
RepublicanParker,
egates from the different unions in 1157; Armijo, 1105; Miller, 1088; Gar- different parts of the territory'.
rison',Vl077.
Much good was accomplished dur
Bernalillo County.
ing the day. Department work was
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 8. Herfully discussed by the members of the bert F. Reynolds leads in the com- convention.
The department of legis- pleted returns of Bernalillo county,
lation was considered one of the most having received 2,261 votes. Fergus- important to push Just at the present, son led on the Democratic side with
inasmuch as the White Ribboners are 1,832 votes being 211 votes more than
working with petitions and In otiher J. Felipe Hubbell, the lowest candi- ways for prohibition statehood. De- date on the Republican side received.
partments to the number of twenty-seve- The other Republican candidates were
were adopted to be carried on elected by a vote ranging from 2,098
during the coming year.
for Wood to 2,214 for Sediflo.
Mrs. Katherine B. Patterson of SanColfax County.
ta Fe, who is one of our national suRaton, Sept. 8. The returns tre- perintendents, and is also territorial ceived show O'Brien on tbe Republi- superintendent of Spanish work, gave can ticket received the highest vote,
an interesting address in the morning. 1,886 and Gauna, the lowest, 1,546.
highest cast for any of the Demo- DECREASE OF ALMOST 2,000,000
crats was 786 for Bickley.
POUNDS IN COPPER STOCKS.
San Miguel County.
Las Vegas, Sept. 8. The returns
New York, Sept. 8. The stocks of thus far received show that Margarl-- ,
marketable copper in the United to Romero leads the Republican tick- States on September 1, showed a dewith 1,675 votes while Spless is
crease of 1,759,433 pounds from Aug- the lowest with 1,590. On the Demo- ust 1, accoftiing to the monthly report cratic .side Lucero leads with 1,067,
of the Copper Producers Association
.
made public today.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Norfolk, Va., Sept. 8 A telephone
message from Ft. Monroe says that
the battleship North Dakota is off
Ocean City with her oil tanks on fire.
A number of men are said to have
been overcome by smoke and gas. A
hospital ship has been sent to her aid.
Big Calamity.
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 8. A special to
the Ledger from Old Point Comfort
at 3:15 says that seven men are killed, and one hundred injured in an
explosion on the battleship .North Da-k-

Warren, Pa., Sept. 8. The trial of
former Joseph C. Sibley and four confidents on the charge of debauching
voters of Warren county will be called this afternoon.
The court will consider a motion for continuance for
thirty days. Sibley was not present
a lengthy affidavit claiming his permanent disability.
New York Graft Investigation.
New York," Sept. x. The effort to
trace the .Metropolitan Street railway
cash through the brokerage firm of
Eilingwood and Cunningham to tho
accounts of various members of the
legislature of 1900, will engage the
time today of the legislative probers
into the alleged graft in connection
with the legislation at Albany. George
Carpenter, formerly bookkeeper for
the defunct firm, was on the stand
yesterday and today, and he has already told the committee many interesting things, including the statement
that H. P. Vreeling, president of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Company
had in April, 1900, given the firm his
check for $3,000 of which amount, according to Carpenter's reading from
the firm's books, the account of Louis
Bedell, then chairman of the committee on railroads of the state assembly, had been credited with $2,375,
while the balance had gone in nearly
equal psirts to the accounts of former
Senators Goodsell, and G. T. Rogers.
Other books asked for have not been
produced and the committee may take
drastic measures to get them.

u'1('Sates want rest. The presidency
is expected to go to .1. E. White of
Kangag clty the )rt!.pnt chairman oC
the executive committee, as Gilford
Pinchot has told friends that White is
his candidate.
T. Gilbert Person of .North Carolina
secretary of the association of Audu-For- t
bon societies has introduced a plank
foi the protection of wild birds. He
states that the losses to agriculture
Three Killed, Seven Injured.
and forestry interests in tflie United
Washington,
Sept. 8. Unofficial "adStates annually amount to one billion
dollars through ravages of insects and vices are that three men were killed
and eleven injured on the North Dathis is on the increase owing to the
creasing number of insect destroying kota.
birds.
Seven Will Recover.
Three coal
Washington, Sept.
GRUESOME DETAILS OF
machinare
seven
and
dead
passers
OF
TRIAL
CRIPPEN.
ists and firemen injured as the result
oil catching fire on the battleship
Crown Seeks to Establish Identity of of
North Dakota. A report received at
Dismembered Remains Found
the navy department from Admiral
in the Doctor's Cellar.
Schroeder at 4:30 p. m. says that all
seven injured will recover.
The exLondon, Sept. 8 Evidence was ln- plosion resulted from a test of oil as
troduced by the crown in the trial of fuel.
Dr. Hawley Crippeii today to establish
the claim that parts of the murdered
PRETTY WEDDING AT
body found in the Crippen cellar once
CHURCH OF HOLY FAITH.
formed part of Belle Elmore, the
missing wife. Strands of hair found
Miss Susan Weltmer Becomes Bride
with the dismembered body were
of Marion Lloyd Burrows, the
LOW WAS MARRIED
tilled by Mrs. Adeline Harrison, a long
Rev. Mr. Mythen Officiating.
time friend of Belle Elinore, similar
IN NEW MEXICO.
to that of her friend. Testimony had
been offered before showing that the
of New York ApMiss Susan Weltmer, daughter of Son of
lower part of the body bore a scar, the Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
pears in El Paso With His
this
of
Weltmer,
of an operation. - Mrs. Ham- - eity,' was married at 2:30 o'clock hls
Bride,, a Texas Girl, .
El Paso, Texas, Sept.
8.
son testified that she had seen a sim- - afternoon to Marion
B. W.
Burrows.
Lloyd
who says he is the sou of Seth
Low,
ilar scar on the body of her friend. Dr.
The wedding ceremony took place
Crippen and Miss Leneve were seated at the Church of the Holy Faith and Low, says he was married somewhere
jn (he dock within whispering dis- - was performed by the Rev. James to Miss Essye Davis, of Waco, Texas,
(and thereby hands a mysterious ro--j
tance and the doctor tokk advantage Grattan
Mythen.
usance, part played here in El Paso.
of the opportunity to speak to the girL
The church was beautifully decoratRegistering under quite another name
Bought Deadly Poison.
ed with flowers and vines coming from
London, Sept. 8. The chemist who the Clarendon Gardens. Each pew was jthe couple arrived Saturday at Hotel
St. Regis. While visiting in Juarez,
claims he sold hyoscin, a deadly marked off
by white flowers, and the
introduced themselves as Mr. and
poison to Crippen, called to the stand altar rail was banked with ferns of they
Mrs. Low, and the young man said
testified that the doctor purchased
deepest green, clinging vines and he was the son of the New York
five grains of that drug January 19, white flowers. The altar too, was
and president of Columbia uniexplaining that it was required by a tastefully decorated and the entire
"We were married in a
versity.
person for use in a homeopathic prep-vot- church was a bower of beauty.
small town of New Mexico, I don't
aration.
The bride was attired in a gown care to say where," said the young
of hand embroidered Japanese crepe. man in Hotel St. Regis Wednesday
LAND OFFICE HAS
She wore a veil and carried a shower morning. "We are going to Waco to-- J
LOTS OF BUSINESS.
bouquet of Bride's roses, lilies of the night to meet my wife's parents. Her
and white sweet peas. The father is I. L. Davis, manager of the
Fred Muller valley
Rep0rt8 of Receiver
maid of honor was Miss Virginia j Slayden-Kirksewoolen mills.
My
Snow That Homeseekers Still
Bean, who wore a gown of white silk .home is in New York. I am a mem- Seek Land ,n Sunshine state.
mulle. She also had a veil and carried ber of the firm of Ellis & Low, whole-- !
a bouquet of ping roses and sweet sale jobbers. We have offices in Los
Receiver Fred Muller of tne loca, peas. The best man was Noyes Welt- Angeles and I was on a business trip
in the west when I came down here
latl(i office has made his reports of the mer, brother of the bride.
land entries of August. They are as
The ushers were Edwin F. Coard, to meet Miss Davis. My father doesn't
follows:
Manuel B. Otero, Roland Wittman and know of the marriage, but her parents
do. We are coming back to El Paso
Total homestead entries, (original) Henry Dendahl.
and then through to the coast. We exfees, $590;
60; area, 9219.32 acres;
Miss
ceremony
the
wedding
During
pect to live in New York."
commissions, $351.15.
Mrs.
Bean,
and
as
Alonzo
organist
Homestead
applications, original, violinist, played several pleasing seANOTHER CELEBRATED MAN
59; area 18269.50; fees, $1165;
lections.
IS COMING SOON
missions, $208.30.
leave
will
Mr. and Mrs. Burrows
Entries under the act of February
this evening for a wedding journey James King Brown,
19, 26; area 6918.72; fees, $250;
Distinguished Cathrough the south and will probably
nada Surgeon, Will Visit
$258.85.
missions,
in
Texas.
their home
Santa Fe Soon.
Final entries, 19; area, 3156.29; make
The bride has grown to womanSanta Fe is becoming the mecca of
commisions, $118.5.
is popular tourists as well as
Commuted homestead entries, 38; hood in Santa Fe and
healthseekers, of
social set. She is business men
the
younger
among
seeking an ideal cli6024.85.
area,
and
mate as well as scientists in search
33.24
acres; a young woman of charm, culture
Area,
Excesses:
attractive personality who possesses of archaeological treatises.
money received, $44.25.
a host of friends. The groom is a Coupled with the announcement of
Sales of isolated tracts, area, 367.08;
young businessman of sterling quali- the early arrival of the millionaire
$462.85.
money received,
ties of heart and mind that assure clubman Mr. Kidder of Boston, is the
of
area
One coal entry, covering an
him a successful career. He too, dur- statement that one of the most noted
H of an acre.
few years tlhat he has lived surgeons of the country is going to
area, ing the
24;
Desert land entries,
in Santa Fe, has made a host of visit this city in a day or two and
$728.
2911.74; money received,
friends.
may reside here if he likes the city.
Final desert land entries, 3; area,
j His
name Is James King Brown and
360 acres.
he is a resident of Winnipeg. He will
MYSTERY IN KILLING
OF A BANDIT. be the guest of his friend. Dr. James
WILL SPEND HONEYMOON
A. Rolls, who also received his medicin ANCIENT CITY. Gunshot Wound Was Fired By Un- al training in Canada.
known Hands and Victim is
Dis atcfr From New Hampshire Says
THIS BRUTE SHOULD HAVE
Not Identified.
.
Mp Kjdderj Millionaire Clubman
BEEN TARRED AND FEATHERED.
, coming Here With Bride.
8.
Tha
Colorado Springs,
Sept.
Chicago, Sept. 8. Mrs. Carrie Elizathe bandit wlho was killed while at- beth
Ferman has obtained a divorce
New
A dispatch from Meredith,
Mida
Colorado
hold
to
up
tempting
Hampshire says: "Tihe well known land passenger train near Divide on from Christian P. Ferman on the
millionaire, Mr. Kidder, of Kidder, the night of September 1, did not charge that he was so cruel as to oo
Peabody & Co., bankers, who repre-Th- e come to his death as the result of a casionally deprive her of her fluted
sents the Morgan interests in Boston, blow from a stone in the hands of 'and filmy lingeries and wear them
has just wedded a beautiful New York Engineer Frank Stewart, but from a himself.
"He was so stingy," she told Judge
society girl and has decided to make gunshot wound received during the
Santa Fe their home."
struggle, was the finding of the coro- Dupuy, "he would not buy his own unSeveral gentlemen from the east ner's jury which was made yesterday derwear. He frequently took my fine
now at the Palace hotel who are ac-e-t at Cripple Creek. According to the underwear and wore It."
"I consider this the limit of cruelty,"
quainted with the Kidders say that jury the shot was fired by a hand unthe well known club man is coming known. It was found that the blow said the court. "Did he wear them
out here not only because Santa Fe dealt by Steward was serious but not outside the house?"
"He certainly did, all one summer."
has the ideal climate but because he fatal. The bandit has not been
She got her decree. '
is interested In archaeology.
'
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Two Greatest States of Union
Again in Unfavorable Public
Lime Light.

Over-- j
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Pankey
Sena
Ortega
Prichard
Catron
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Old Wh?atf

PILES

UP.

ami

Imnerii!
Pansy,

ARIETYrFRESH YEAST

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

MINOR

Some say it is a mental trick
And we can so engage
Our minds that we may view it there X
Before us in a cage.
'

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

At any rate, we find it is
A most elusive bird
That, will not come for smiles
frown,
Or for a coaxing word.

SEE FOR YOURSELF

CALL 4?J

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
atcties, Clocks
lewvlrv. Silver warp. Decorated Uhina, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
IMaaiimds,

W

Goods.
VJANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

Of WORK IN OUR LINE DONE

TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs aud robes

F. GORMLEY
PRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
m

io CANON
road;

R

JSANTA FE, N, M,

1Q
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TOPICS

Denver. Colo.. Sent.

8.

The

forecast is generally fair
night and Friday: colder
north portion tonignt.

to-

THESE

St
-

j

in
St

Another One of Pathe's Famous An- or cient pictures, "In the Days of Louis
XIV,' at the Elks' tonight,
Licenses D. H. Hyer
Marriage

Don't Delay

MUST
BE SOLD

i
j

j

aged 26, and JIis$ Nellie Horton, aged
Is years, botfli of Hyer, took out a
wedding license today. Francisco
aged 24, and Claudia C.
aged 18, both of Santa Fe, also pro-- ,
cured a license.
This is change night at the Elks'.
to see these 'Pictures:
'In
I)ml't
the Days of Louis XIV," Pathe; "The
Sorrows of the Unfaithful," biograph;
"Human Hearts," Selig. All subjects
ood ones. Show starts at S o'clock.
Maximum was 78 The maximum
temperature yesterday was 78 degrees
and the mimimum was &J. I he
age relative humidity for the day was
S i per cent:
It was a clear and pleas-ant day. A year ago today the maxi-imum was To and the minimum 50,
with 100 per cent of sunshine.
Selig's presents Mr. Hal Reid in one,
t
0j the greatest emotional dramas,
"Human Hearts." A play well known
from coast t0 COast. It's at the Elks' IfiTi-FUBeAn-!g-

man

Killed Bear With Revolver
named Vicente killed a bear on the
Gila in Grant county, with a revol
ver. Bruin weighed as" pounas.
Marriage License Issued At Las
Vegas, a marriage license was issued
to Paublita Castellano, aged 30, and
Leopoldo Ruiz aged 28, of Las Vegas,
Sanitarium for Dona Ana County
E. D. Sinks of El Paso. Texas, is
organizing a company to build a sanitarium on the San Augustine ranch
the Organ mountains, Dona Ana
county.
Fined for Shooting Deer Justice of
the Peace V. P. McClenny of North
Cloudcroft, Otero county, fined three
Jr., James
boys, Horace Stevens,
Davis and Paul Ellis, $50 each for
shooting a deer out of season.
Edward
Sold Ranches and Cattle
Dickinson lias disposed of his ranch- es and cattle'to the Victorio Land and
are
The ranches
Cattle Company.
situated in the Lam bright Canon
grant county and comprise 1,200 acres
The
of cultivated land
patented.
cattle number a thousand head.
Wants $3,000 Damages for a Lick- ing Leon Mandell, an Albuquerque
merchant, has filed suit for $3,000
damages against J. M. McKee at Al- .
uilHUiriym., iu tn mint,
a hammer.
McKee, who is 72 years
oM, pleads that Mandell had insulted
him and impeded his way down the
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tonight.
Last night about 7:40 somebody
took a bicycle in front of the Postal
office from the messenger boy. Please
ret urn it to the Posia; omce.
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
Did you hear
Adobe Grand.
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Tickling of dry Coughs will quickly
loosen when using Dr. Snoop's Cough
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
LUai

HdlUllC&b,

LJ1

.

OUUUp

ItJUS

UIUl.ll- -

ers to use nothing else, even for very
yourig babies. The wholesome green
jeaves
tender stems of a lung
street,
healing mountainous shrub give the
curative properties to Dr. Shoop'a
Cough Remedy. It calms the cough,
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
and heals the sensitive bronchial mem- From the New Mexican of this date tranes No
opiumi n0 chloroform,
i89()nothing harsh used to injure or sup- press. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept
Twenty pound baskets of Santa Fe's n0 other god by The Capitai Phar-choicest fruits were forwarded
to
macy '
each of the editors of Denver's news-- .
papers by Major George W. Knaebel
and John D. Allan. The average edi- tor generally has a pretty good idea
of the resources of the country, but
Palace.
the New Mexican ventures the asser- C. L. Bieser, Minneapolis ; M. H.
tion that a Denver editor never saw
such a collection of fruits firom the Severance, Lyons, Kan.; A. O. Taylor,.
.Louisville; Mrs. F. A. Hubbell, F. W.
Rocky mountain region.
The mountains were again full of, Hubbell, Lawrence Hubbell, Anita,
Aztec Springs, Hubbell, Marguerite Hubbell, Albupicnickers yesterday.
Monument Rock, Miller's Tesuque val- - querque; W. S. "Watson, Denver; Mrs.
lev orchard and the crater were the J. Felipe Hubbell, Walter Hubbell, Jul-ianita Hubbell, Pajarito; Mary. Harry
favorite points of rendezvous.
There is a much better feeling C. Hall, Antonito, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs.
Carrie Sylvester,!
among the people of New Mexico to- - Sylvester, Miss
ward statehood than there was before Monte Vista; E. P. Ferguson, Cincin-- ,
C. S.
the revision of the constitution at the nati; E. D. Scanlan, Denver;
recent meeting of the convention. Price, Springfield, Mo.; Jay B. Camp,
There are many people who believe Chicago; Col. W. S. Hopewell, M. S.
that while statehood will not cure a.11 Stern, Albuquerque; E. B. Wheeler, C.
the evHs at once that the people have c. Robbins D. J. Leahy, H. W. Kelly,
suffered, it will be a long stride in the Las Vegas; E. J. O'Brien, New York;
u
right direction.
Denver: J. W. Ridge, W. L,
TTT Burton, Louisville; James McLaugh- $100 REWARD. S100.
lin Washington, D. C; I. S. Plant,
The readers of this paper will be 'Tanas. H. c' lLoete. Chicago: A. Lilly,
pleased to learn that there is at least;
3aitmore '
one dreaded disease that science has jr '
riair
been able to cure in all its stages,1, N A
St. Louis; V. Jara- Hardeman,
ana mat is iaiarrn. tiairs uatarrn
E1 RUo. Kev EaWard L. Baker,
mil0j
Cure is the only positive cure now
Mr. and Mrs. V. Mullen,
known to the medical fraternity. Ca- Alamogordo;
Jesse McGhee, Estan-cla- ;
tarrh being a constitutional disease, Ardmore, Okla.;
Tailor, New York; Z.
Stranger
requires a constitutional treatment. Green, Colorado Springs.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internGregg's.
ally, acting directly upon the blood
C. F. Spader, Bernalillo; A. A. Sena,
and mucous surfaces of the system,
Vegas; R. G. Shaw, Kansas
thereby destroying the foundation of East Las
the disease, and giving the patient City; Adar Z. Vogt, Bluewater; E. P.
j
j

'

Highest prices paid for raw furs ol all kinds
PHONE
BLACK

A

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of
every description.

'

We cannot hope to own the bird
In full and simple fee:
About the best that we can do
Is view it up a tree.

BH3

CITK

BR0SC0.

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Tasto finrv!.
Do Good. Never Sicken. Weaken or
10c, 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. Thu ?
tablet stamped C C C. Uuaraniceu M
',. 3
cure or your money back.

Some tell us if we eat and drink
The proper kind of food
That we can lay our hands upon
A member of the brood.

8, 1910.

Incorporated 1903,

SELI6MAIN

suffered with piles for thirty-si- x
One year ago last April I began taking Cascurets for constipation. In
the course of a week I noticed the piles
began to disappear aud at the end of six
weeks they did not trouble me at all.
Cascarets have done wonders for t:v. I
am entirely cured and feel like a r w
man." George Kryder, Napoleon, G.
years.

We reach our hand to capture it,
But, lo, it isn't there!
In place of bringing down the prize
We get the bird of care.

Bobolink

Established 1856.

"I have

CONTENTMENT.
(By Richard Warne.)
Contentment is a happy bird,
And many times we fall
In our attempt, to sprinkle salt
Upon its nervous tail.

Four

Jersev Cream

Also

8001

SEPTEMBER

p HOME"

-

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

HOTEI

You don't ay freight on thegoods yon huy
t home. You see
what you want before you give up your money.
If anything goes wrong, we are here to make it good.
We sell reliable known brands; we do not hide poor
quality
under a strange brand.
You save money when you buy at home, that's
why you want to
buy from us.

ARRIVALS

9fl'R

If it's Hardware

h0

in

We have it.

j

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
daphonWht
PICTURE

130

FRAMING

lit

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE

All binds of Garden and Fidd Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Floar,

Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHOCJSE IN SANTA FE.

SATISFACTION

LLSbb

HACK SERVICE

ASSURED

corrick's hack line

ZSIL

!,,,.

j

Near

Prop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

A,

T.

&

8. F.

Telephone

i

'

Lump

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
oawea vvooa anat JiindiiiiK.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Depot, i
CI

j

Wood

CERR1LLCS

Ant&racitc Coal al Sizes,
J

j

.

TTT

1

85

Telephone 85

j

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-U- o
youknow whether
you have an absolutei.title to, the property
LHb vcu ,uo iownV

Sn

j

.Catron

Jf6- - THE

n, Watrous; C. S. Mooney, Amada;
Enesis, Durango; 1. R. Johnson,
Chicago.
Coronado.
Charlie Crenyon, Prairie de Chien,
Wis.; Earl Rowdick, Albuquerque; H.
P. Ferguson, Espanola; Nicholas Rc
mero, Conepos, (joio.; j. a. uoya, &ianMor- I.
C.
E.
Hutchinson,
Hunt,
ley;
iarty; Eugene Gausson, Watrous; C.
Livesay, Golden.

SAMTA FE ABSTRACT

Realty

&

'

Idsq-"anc-

e

Agency

Block- -

j

tion and assisting nature In doing its!
work. The nronriernra hav so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE'

Screened

;

Salt ami Seels

MHSI

AID

j

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

WHOLESALE

1

PALACE
AVE

Santa Fe, N,

M

Tel Blaek

76
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MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY
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Oat. Methads

Cut Glass; China and Silverware
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"Pat Vauti
lUi l Ulll

flTim Pnrvrl" It is to'your advantage to trade here. We make
UWIl UOOQ the claim that we sell better goods than any one
else, for we offer you the best arades in all our lines that is possible to produce

3

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"

and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT.
lOBHaBHUHMBRaaBMRaaESEQflaB

Phone
213
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Phone Trade here for satisIHJIL.-.-- B
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BiCui I ICKUU 2 13 faction others get.

Everybody Like.'
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NATURE'S

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

8, 1910.
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WARNING.

NTER

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It.

Hon of the natural resources of the
bananas
countries supplying the
which in turn brings them increased
wealth. Today bananas are the poor
man's fruit in all parts of the United
States; reciprocally vast areas of ma
larial, pestiferous swamps and low- lying coast line in Central and South
America have been converted into veritable gardens for banana production,
sanitation
and giving
accomplishing
employment to thousands of people.
Supply of Grain Products from Other

rich quick, already sweeping in and
down upon them, like a cloud of lo-- '
custs upon a field ripe with its harvest
will extract the wealth of nature and
! ave
as a legnothing but barri'iim-sacy.
The Mutual and Individual Interest.
There are two logical and couvinc- ing reasons why the United States and
the other American countries should
in conservation. The first
is the mutual interest and reciprocal
advantage; the second is the individu-- !
al benefit and local development. The
first reason should apjieal strongly to
the United Slates and to every couu-- I
try with which it has a considerable
'commerce. Already the United States
is buying immense quantities of nat
jural raw products to supply its manu
facturing industries employing mil-lions of laborers and of dollars. It
tomorrow the sources of this supple
were shut off or severely curtailed
,. t e
1.,
.,;.. ....,,,1.1
l,li..I liUUSttUUS
LJIU l."LT .l..tUl LltL.LWIlL.-ed to close down or dismiss employes.
This source of supply, therefore, must
be protected just as the rivers and
brooks providing water for the reservoirs of a great city must always be
Protected for the good of the people
s

copAii

PAGE THREE.
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest."
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growing c'rcnlatf-mo-very postofflce in the Territory, and
Southwest.
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of over 100,000 at the
THE GROWTH OF BIG CITIES. la population
Tho
..f 1 Onfl was
A buiwm or the census bureau jiwt
be
r
(.onsidel.ably
wil,
jargw
issued shows that boheneetady, Newnt cengM Waiwe some
.
York, an eastern town, had the great,Im,t tpn
beQw
of
table
a
of
increase in
est per cent
of
pxcee(Je(1 ,t
&gQ
l'laces over so.uuu muauiutm.
whose uonulation has al- cities
tltat is given. Next to it came &ai ready been announced, Atlanta, urauu
St. Louis and then Atlanta, all three Rapids. Bridgeport, and Albany have
east of the Mississippi. Detroit, Mich- passed the 100,0(10 limit since 11100.
igan, follows, and then comes a city
of the Rocky Mountains, Denver.
USE OF MONEY IN ELECTIONS.
The cities enumerated in the bulle
Whi'e the election on Tuesday was
follows
tin range in population as
Tfifi
ssiS
far
cleaner than any ever held in
i
v,.,i.
or Mis- 6X7,029 New York or Pennsylvania,
St Louis
""'W0'
Pittsburg
sissippi, yet, the use of money was
D,'troit
evident. One of the Democratic
:;;too
lo
423,
Buffalo
is reported to have said
candidates,
Milwaukee
34,46:! on election evening, that the election
Cincinnati
347,469 had cost him $S00.
The New Mexi- Newark
331,069 can knows that the money was not
Washington
267,779 sjient for printing; it did not pay ora- Jersey City
. .
248,381 tors; nor hack and automobile fare.
Kansas City
233,650 what it went for, can be gauged from
Indianapolis
can- 221,326 the casual remark of another
Providence
214,744 didate
St. Paul
on the same ticket, who
213.3S1 said, as nine men
in precinct 3
Denver Columbus
181,548 were challenged and refused to vote
168,497 because reminded that the grand jury
Toledo
154,839 was in session: "Thot-fellows cost
Atlanta
137,249,1116
$45." Now it is not likely that
Syracuse
New Haven
133,605 these nine were given $5 a piece for
129,867 their vote, but it is very probably that
Scranton
... 125,6001 some worker was given $45 for bring- Paterson
Grand Rapids
112,571 ing them to tlhe polls, which is equal102,054 ly iniquitous.
Grave irregularities
Bridgeport
100,253 are also reported from Golden, where
Albany
Hartford
98,915 it is alleged the Democrats herded il96,071 legal voters. It has been freely asReading
Camden
94,538 serted that in practically every pre87,411 cinct there are voters who do not go
Wilmington
Yonkers
79,803 to the polls unless a certain sum is
thivlv-oip.'h-

l-

"the

i

.

e

Houston

One worker, day before elec73,141 tion, was offered $100, so he himself
Waterbury
72,826 said, and refused to work unless he
Schenectady
Hoboken
70,324 was given $300, because, as he said,
Evansville ...
69,647 it is no use any longer to try and get
Akron
69,067 out the vote with so small a sum as
Peoria
66,950 $100 in that precinct.
This is not a situation of which to
Fort Wayne
63,933
Botlh parties are to blame.
East St. Louis
58,547 be proud.
55,545 They plead that as a matter of
Bayonne
South Bend
53,684
they must spend money.
Allentown
51,913 But why not, as a matter of self pro- Pawtucket
51,622 taction, enter into an agreement not
Mobile
51,521 to spend any money?
The effect of
50,510 each party spending money balances
Saginaw
Sioux City
47,828 and neither is gaining advantage. It
45,166 is deplorable, that an election like
Bay City
Sacramento
44,696 that of Tuesday should have involved
Pueblo
44,395 the expenditure of as much as $8,000
43,028 in Santa Fe county, $15,000 in BernaDavenport
Woonsoeket
38,125 lillo county, and more than $100,000
Elmtra
37,176 all over the territory, for even in DemJackson
31,433 ocratic Chaves county, the Democrats
The census bureau has, up to this are alleged to have spent in excess
date, announced the population of of $5,000. The fact that both parties
twenty-fivcities, having a population are equally guilty, and that huge sums
of over 100,000 inhabitants each. All of money are spent in the states, is
but seven of these cities made a great- no excuses, for New Mexico ought to
er absolute increase of population in do these things better than any other
In Germany, for inthe decade of 1900 to 1910 than in the commonwealth.
preceding decade, 1890 to 1900. The stance, where elections are as closely
seven exceptions comprise Buffalo, contested as here, the use of money
Grand Rapids, New Haven, Paterson, among the voters, is practically unPittsburg, St. Louis and Toledo. In known. Some day, some district atthe case of twelve cities the percent torney and some grand jury, will
age of increase as well as the abso probe so thoroughly into the expend- !ute increase was greater between lture ot monev at election time, that
1900 and 1910 than between 1S90 andithere wil1 be a
scandal sudh
1900.
The Donulation nf New Vnrk-- as Illinois and Pennsylvania have had
City is 4.766,883 in 1910, as compared within the past few weeks.
The Republican territorial central
with 3,437,202 in 1900, and a population for the same area of 2,507,414 in committee, with Hon. H. O. Bursum,
1890. This represents an absolute in- as chairman, Frank W. Shearon, as
crease of 1,329,681 from 1900 to 1910, secretary, and Hon. Solomon Luna, as
and 929,788 from 1890 to 1900. The treasurer, have this election set'
percentage of increase was 38.7 for an example that county committees
the last decade and 37.1 for the earlier of both parties might well emulate.
a slightly accelerated rate of increase. They spent no money except for absoThe most striking acceleration in lutely legitimate expenses,
such as
growth perhaps is that shown for At- printing, railroad fare for campaign
lanta, Ga., which increased 72.3 per speakers and rent for campaign headcent in the last decade as against an quarters. As a consequence, the camincrease of 37.1 per cent between 1890 paign has cost the central committee
and 1900. The former is the highest not
of what former campercentage shown in any of the cities paigns have cost, or a fraction of what
of over 100,000 thus far announced. the Democratic committee
spent, and
Hardly less remarkable is the case of the result seems to justify the asserDetroit, Mich., which increased 63 per tion that it is not necessary on the
cent in the last, decade as against 38.8 part of the territorial central commitper cent in the decade between 1890 tee to
spend money for any other purand 1900. Denver increased 59.4 per
than
pose
legitimate propaganda.
cent in the decade ending in 1910 as
The Republicans will see to it that
25.4 per cent ior that ending
against
in the state constitution will be laid
t in
1900; Kansas City, Mo., increased
for stringent election
51.7 per cent as against 23.4; Newark the foundation
N. .1.. 41.2 per cent as against 35.3; laws that will make the use of money
for questionable election purposes, a
and St. Paul, Minn., 31.7 per cent as
practical impossibility in the new
against. 22.5.
state.
In the aggregate the announced non- ulation of these twenty-fiv- e
cities is
The census bureau should make
In 1900 they had an ag11,042,500.
available in time for the first day of
gregate population of 8,273,482;
in the constitutional
convention, the pop1890, 6,213,583.
This represents an ulation returns from New Mexico.
increase of 2,059,899 between 1S90 and These should be referred at once to
1900 and of 2,769,018 between 1900 and
the commitee on apportionment, for
1910. The percentages of increase for
the apportionment is one of the imthese cities, taken in the aggregate,
tasks assigned to tlhe
show very little change in the rate portant
of growth, the percentage from 1890
to 1900 being 33.2 and from 1900 to
Statehood is coming through the
1910, 33.5. For the twenty-fou- r
cities front door, not by
of
exclusive of New York City, the cor- and the pantry. Thewayvotersthe cellar
by repuof
Increase
responding percentages
diating the socialistic aspect of the
are 30.5 and 29.8.
initiative and referendum, so decided
The total number of cities that had on Tuesday.
78,800 put up.
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Capital Stock
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$150,000
80.000

Loans mone on the most favorable terms on ad kinds of
personal and coslatcr&i security. Buys ami sells LunJs an.l
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sc!!
domestic and frii;?n exchange and makes teSesraphic transfer
of money to all parts of tSie civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agenC3' public or
private- - Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent par annum, on six rna;itliss()r years' Jime. Liberaladvances made on consignments of livestock artiJ products.'
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking- line,
to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in all respects,
and a i
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. .1 he patronage of the
lublic is respecfully solicited.
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Enured as Second Class Matter

REPUBL1CANS ARE TO FORM CONSTITUTION.
con"New Mexico's constitutional
vention will be controlled by the ReATTORNEYS AT LAW.
publicans in the proportion of two to
one," says the El Paso Herald. "The
PAUL A. F. WALTER
political complexion of the new state
Attorney-at-Lais thus pretty clearly defined. The
New Mexic;
Santa Fe,
framing of the constitution, the fundamental law, is the one matter over
Chas. R. Easley.
F. Easley,
which there would normally be a Chas.
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
unfortunatedivision
sharp partisan
EASLEY & EASLEY,
in
And
none
the less normally.
ly, but
Attorneys at Law.
chalking up a victory in so many of(
have j
the districts, the Republicans
E. C. ABBOTT
given a demonstration of apparent
Attorney-at-Lastrength that may deceive themselves, j
Practice 'n the District and Su
"The responsibility now to rest upon
Prompt and careful
the party is heavy. It is true, as has preme Courts.
so often been said in this campaign attention given to all business.
New Mexic
that these are the last state constitu- Santa Fe,
tions to be framed and advantage
should be taken of the good points of
CATRON & CATRON
But this does not
all the others.
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-iashould
radicalism
mean that fads and
Office: CatroD Block
prevail. The constitutions should be Santa Fe,
New Mexico
models of restraint and conservative
deof
not
strange
chowdprs
wisdom,
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
vice and palate tickling condiment.
Atto rn ey
"Moreover, the contest is not over
Practice in the District Courts as
far from it. The task of framing a
constitution may be long and tedious; well as before the Supreme Court of
then it must go before the people, and the territory.
New Mexici,
here will be an even better test of Las Cruces.
alignment than in the choice of delegates; a constitution that does not
EDWARD C. WADE
suit the majority of voters will be
Attorney-at-Lanew
draft
turned down. Should the
Practices in the Supreme and Dia
be sustained, it must pass the scrutiny trict Courts of the
Territory, in the
of the president and congress; there's Probate Court and before the U. S.
the rub. It is safe to say that, with
Surveyor General and U. S. Lane!
such prejudice as exists against the Offices.
there
two
admission of the
territories,
New Mexico
Las Cruces
will be no yielding at the White House
or the capitol to any clamor of terriRENEHAN & DAVIES
torial leaders. The new constitutions
must meet the sense of the majority A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlei
of congress and the ideas of the presiAttorneys-at-LaPractice in the Supreme and Dis
dent, or statehood will be held up
and that means that the en trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
abling legislation may die and that specialty. Office in Catron Block.
the whole fight may have to be made Santa Fe
New Mexico
over. Better leave the unusual things
therefore, for legislative action after
G. W. PRICHARD
the final steps are taken at WashingAttorney and Consellor-at-Laton. It will be far safer to submit
Practice in all the District Court!!
to the
constitutional amendments
people in the near future after state- and gives special attention to cases
hood is attained, than to allow radi- before the Territorial Supreme Court.
calism to jeopardize the whole move- Office: Laughliii Blk Santa Fe, N. M
ment at this critical stage. Once statehood becomes a reality, we can fight
WILLIAM McKEAN
out our differences at home without
Attorney-at-Lahaving to take half a thousand unsymMining and Land Law.
pathetic congressmen and an unsym- Taos
New Mexico
pathetic president into the unequal
contest."
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorney
CITIWHAT DO NATIVE BORN
Fo. San Miguel and Mora Counties
ZENS THINK OF IT?
New Mexico
Not one of the Democratic delegates Las Vegas.
to the constitutional convention is a
R. W. WITTMAN
citizen. Yet, of the
Draftsman
25,000 votes received by the Democratic candidates on Tuesday, more Copies furnished of records on Sit-ithe U. S. Surveyo' General's Office
f
were cast by native born
than
New Mexic
people. What do the native people Santa Fe,
think of this? Isn't it about time that
PROBERT & COMPANY
they joined the Republican majority,
Investments
which in New Mexico as well as AriLands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
zona is pledged to preserve to the
s
Money Loaned for Investors.
their rights as citWe have for sale general stocks of
izens? New Mexico is now Republican by 10,000 majority, but if to this Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
are added the 15,000 native born Dem. other Business Opportunities throughocrats, the Republicans would carry out Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
the territory at the first state election
New Mexico.
by 25,000. Of the Republicans elected Taos,
f
to the constitutional convention,
JOHN K. STAUFFER
are native born, a token that the
Republican party is sincere in its proNotary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
fessions of a square deal for the na-- ,
live people. In Arizona, the Democrats lag Company.
New Mexico
at the last legislative session succeed- Santa Fe,
ed in disfranchising Spanish speaking
citizens altogether, even though they
If you want anything on earn-Uwere born in the . territory. That a New Mexioan Want Ad
Dem-'
this is the kind of a deal that the
ocrats would hand out to the native
people, if there ever should be a Democratic majority, is manifest from the
fact that not one of the Democratic
delegates to the constitutional convencitizen.
tion is a
How long will the 15,000 native born
Democrats take that kind of a treatment from the Democratic bosses?
Are they mere puppets or are they
freed men, who are broad and big
E
enough to join the Republican ranks
and thus rebuke the race hatred of
1
the Democratic machine.
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PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
if yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

We Are
How

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Ourlnoreasing patronage is the
wait.
bent
that we

Serving

merit yours.

proof

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor
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A DAY AND

UP
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n

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

Had the Democrats shown any disposition to accept the compromise
p!an first suggested, they would have
had 33 delegates in the constitutional convention. But tlhe action of the
Democratic bosses in Chaves, Curry,
and Eddy counties made a
Even
convention impossible.
now, the Democrats owe eight of their
28 delegates to the generosity and
statesmanship of Republican leaders
like H. O. Bursum, T. D. Burns and A.
B. Fall, for it is certain that the Republicans could have and would have
carried Socorro, Rio Arriba, Otero,
Lincoln and Sierra counties, in which
agreethey entered into
ments and thus assured the election
of eight Democratic
delegates who
otherwise would have stayed at
home.

EUROPEAN

PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
"flee sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling '
Give us a trial If you want first classservlce.
men,

HWgmBsrm

Corner of Water St,
and Don Gas par Ave,

WM. GREGG Prop.

n

Statehood will mean free text dooks
and school supplies for the children.
The cost of school books and equipment falls very heavy on poor par- ents at this time of the year, and
keeps many children out of grammar
and high schools who otherwise would
finish the public school course. But
With tlhe magnificent land donations
for school purposes, provided for in
the enabling act, the state of New
Mexico will be able not only to give
every district a modern school house
but every child its school books.
Statehood is at the door. The Re
publican majorities on Tuesday assur-- '
ed its entry.
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Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.

If you like good Ooftee then
you will surely be charmed

with.
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SEAL
It lias a distinctive. Satisrich, mellow
fying flavor
and fine -- the result of
careful
blendliiR
scientific,
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best

ADOLF

LOOK AT OUR!
SHOW WINDOW

SELiGMAN DRY GOODS

SOFT DRINKS

M
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Santa Fe Agents.

H. S.KAUNE

cool ftnd inviting
GINGER ALB, WILD CHERRY. LEMON tona ib'am
. ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ,
COCO COLA,

TACLE MINERAL WATERS.

& COMPANY
-

PHONE 26

e '

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

Ijui

crnnn wmm iron uterea water.

HENRY KRICK. Proprietor
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George H. VanStone spent yesterday in Albuquerque.
George H. Van Stone spent yesterday in Albuquerque.
Hon. Solomon Luna, ot Los Lunas, h
!;!
was in Albuquerque yesterday.
Hon. Solomon Luna or. Los Lunas,
was in Albuquerque yesterday.
III
Colonel W. S. Hopewell of Albu-- I
querque, is here on legal business.
U. S. District .Attorney David
J.!
I' f
4 !"!
Leahy is here from Las Vegas.
iHJH.!,
'
I
-,
a:
Attorney Frank W. Clancy will arrive from Albuquerque this evening.
E. J. O'Brien, a dry goods salesman from New York, is at the Palace.
Surveyor General John W. Marsh
has returned from a visit to Estancia. ,
W. S. Watson of Denver, is a hardware salesman registered at the Palace.
Mrs. Carrie Sylvester of Monte Vista, Colo., is visiting friends in the
If 200 TEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
city.
at 5 per cent compound Interest and you bad that J200 and the Interest,
E. R. Paul of the New Mexico CenAt the present time when
each dollar bill were a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New
tra) railroad, spent yesterday at Althe price of linseed oil is so
York to San Francisco
buquerque.
SEWALL'S READY MIXabnormally high, it is the
Money grows In our bank if you will let It.
Register of the Land Office M. R.
ED HOUSE PAINTS, and
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
Otero has returned from a visit to
policy of some houses to
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
of
Albuquerque.
SUNSHINE
their
the
FINISHES are,
quality
slight
and
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Wagner
them
adulterate
and
all
to
for LASTING
paint,
&
superior
children returned last evening from
in order to hold to a lower
Kansas City, Mo.
DURABILITY, and PER.
price. WE DO NOT DO
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
FECT ECONOMY.
will arrive from Albuquerque
this
THIS. Our Paints have the
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
evening.
same standard of QUALITY
Jay B. Camp who has been at Taos,j
A
E
A
has won them their
is seeing Santa Fe. He hails from
the Windy City.
everlasting reputation.
WE HAVE .SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
E. P. Ferguson of Cincinnati, is a
IMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
sa'esman representing an undertakBUSINESS PROPERTY,
ing supply house.
f
N. A. Hardeman, a well known hard'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
ware salesman of St. Louis, is at the
Claire hotel.
See our attractive list before buying.
merC. F. Spader, the Bernalillo
chant, 'was a visitor in the capital yesC- &,
terday afternoon.
The Rev. James Grattan Mythen left
Santa Pe, New Mexico
was in the city this morning and visthis afternoon for Roswell where he
ed Frank Butts. Later he left for
will preach Sunday,
California.
119 SanFranciscu St.
Mr. and Mrs. Mateo Lujan have reMom. Fed
Mrs. F. A. Hubbell. F. W. Hubbell,
turned to Santa Fe after a visit to
Laurence
Hubbell, Misses Anita and
Union
county.
Clayton,
THI-THE DISCRIMINATING LADIES OF CITY
J. W. Ridge and W. L. Burton a Marguerite Hubbell, of Albuquerque,
of
have
in
Several
the
arrived
city.
hardware salesmen from Louisville,
LONG
HAVE
SINCE LEARNED To COME To US
the young Hubbells will go to school
Special Sale of Wilton Yelvet Rugs:
Ky.. are calling on the trade.
FOR
NEW
here.
SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
Mrs. Harry C. Hall of Antonito,
AXMINSTER RUGS, ALSO ACM C PILLOW
Colo., wife of the well known forest
Captain and Mis. E. P. Bujac of
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE
MATTRESSES THAT BRING SOUND SLUMCarlsbad, are registered at the Palrangfr, is visiting in the capital.
ace.
MEN,
is
A.
chairman of the
BER. OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES. ALSO
Mounted Policeman
Captain Bujac
Apolonio
IN STOCK
Sena, of Las Vegas, came into town county commissioners of Eddy counYOU AS WELL AS THE
WE CAN
last evening to report at headquarters. ty and is well known throughout the
A LOT OF1 HAND PAINTED DISHES
LADIES.
M. L. Stern, of Albuquerque,
territory.
just
elected a delegate to the constitution-a'- .
Frank Brown and his daughter Miss
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOES JUST REAT
convention, is a visitor in the capi- Carol Brown arrived here from HudCEIVED.
son yesterday to attend the wedding
tal.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesus M. Anaya will o Miss Weltmer. They are visiting
NO BETTER VALUES TO BE HAD ANYWHERE
leave this evening for the city of Mex- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Akers-Wagne- r
ico, to attend the centennial celebra- Weltmer.
C. L. Bieser, of Minneapolis;
tion.
EXPERT EMBALMERS & PUNERaL DIRECTORS
M. H.
PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT
A. Staab is home from a
Severance of Lyons, Kas.; A. O. Tayjourney, the greater part of lor of Louisville; E. D. Scanlan of
AND
which was spent at Carlsbad, Bohe- Denver; H. C. Loete, of Chisago; I. S.
mia.
L'"'f
Plant of Dallas, are traveling men regRoom For Improvement
Mr. and Mrs. V. Mullen of Ardmore, istered at the Palace.
SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
Okla., passed through Santa Fe yesMrs. B. S. Rodey, wife of Judge
terday.
They are on their way to
now in Alaska, is expected to arCOMFORTABLE SHOES.
CHEAP AT
California.
rive here the end of the week and
Mrs. A. J. Abbott is In town for sev- will be the guest of Mrs. William J.
OUR PRICE
eral days from the House of the Ten Mills. Mrs. Rodey is at present visitAlders in the Rito de los Frijoles ing friends in Albuquerque.
canon.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNE. Z. Vogt, a well known stockman
Instruction Acasio Gallegos who has
of Bluewater, Valencia county, but
TAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
just been elected a delegate to th conformerly of Glorieta, Is in town on stitutional convention from Torrance
OUT.
court business.
county, has returned from a visit to
Attorney Amado Chaves, formerly the Manzano mountain country.
of this city, who has been seriously
Mr. and "Mrs. Jpse Montaner, who
is
ill at his home at Albuquerque,
arrived yesterday from Taos, left toDIAMOND SPECIAL POLICE SHOES, CORK
to
be about again.
table
for Mexico to attend the centenTHE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
j
Wilson Mills, the son of Governopr day
SOLES, MOST LASTING AND COMFORTABLE
nial celebration. Mr. Montaner is the
and Mrs. Mills, is expected home toscarcely exists where the room has
editor of La Revista de Taos and was
or
most famous physician will
the
SHOES MADE AT
from the Pecos where he has been
been built with our Lumber. Every
the first to bring to Santa Fe the good
be of no avail if the medicine ordered day
on hydrographic work.
architect and builder gives us credit is not exactly as it should be.
afternoon of the
tidings
Douglas Walker, son of Mr. and splendid yesterday
of
for keeping the finest selection
Republican majority in Taos
'
Grant
avenue,
Mrs.
H.
John
Walker,
county.
DIAMOND SPECIAL VICI; KID, SNAPPY,
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all THE DRUGGIST
left today for Boulder, Colo., to atMUST WORK
James McLaughlin, an inspector of
good, well seasoned timber, too, and
tend the University ot Colorado.
NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, of El the Indian service, is in Santa Fe from
free from warpings and imperfections. in perfect harmony with the doctor
A FIVE DOLLAR NOTE OF ANY MANS MONEY
D. C, to investigate
Wo have it ready for instant use and and Ihe has an equal responsibility. Rito, Rio Arriba county, Is in Santa Washington, .
We compound prescriptions with ab- Fe. He has just been elected a dele- charges against W. T. Shelton, forAT
ior every purpose, and t)he price3 are solute
merly of the U. S. Industrial Training
and
faithfulness. gate to the constitutional convention.
accuracy
satisfactory to all buyers.
Have yours put up here so as to be
Mrs. E. N. Davis, of New York City, schol In this city, but now in charge
sister of Mrs. K. F Hall, is the guest of the Navajo agency at Shiprock, San
absolutely sure they are right.
of Territorial Auditor and Mrs. W. G. Juan county. The charges grow out
Weth-eril- l
Sargent at their home on Federal ot the murder of Indian Trader
v
a. Navajo Indian.
by
street.
Governor and Mrs. Mills, their
Did you hear go head cat at the
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
daughter, Madeline Mills, are home
& Co. again at Uhe executive mansion after Adobe Grand.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
an absence of several days at the
&
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Meadow City.
Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
DESIGNS.
L. Baker of
Edward
Rev.
The
BOYLE
V.
Mi?r,
It,
riie New Slexjca., Printing Com-.anTelephone Mo 140 Red
was in the city yesterday on stop Headache, womanly pains, any
CL&REI'DON POULTR? YARDS ARK SELLING OUTI
has on hand a large supply ot his way to Las Vegas where Ihe will pain, anywhere, in 28 minutes sure.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
KKESH LAID EUU8 every duy
Dads and tablets suitable for acbool attend the Methodist Episcopal con- Formula on the 25c box.
Ask your
Hure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White A'ynndottes.
Thickens
work, the desk, and also for lawyers ference.
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
druggist or doctor about this formula
If you are In need of anything, try "id merel'ints: good everywhere. Wc
of
Tuberculosis
nor
No
Ptomaine
chance
germs
polsonlnx
only.
L. V. Mullin, said to be the largest
it's fine. Sold by The Capital
KGGS FOR HATOHIJSU.
& New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents la book form. individual land owner in Oklahoma,

Ii has never been the
this firm to demoralize
price, we have always,
LITY of our goods up

QUALITY for
held the QUAto the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.
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BARGAIN PRICES

Furniture Co.

$2.25,

trans-Atlanti- c

$2.50

$3,00.

Ro-de-

$5.00,

$4.00.

$4. 00.

$4.50.

DRESSY,

$4,25,

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

W. N. TOWNSEND

& GO.

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

CLARENDON
GARDEN

MILK

o

I

and

t ectrc ervice
SSSS Call fift Operation

Y

24 Hour

WIRE UP THOSE! DARK PLACES

Wc ae Agents
"

Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

j
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Failed in Health

CI

S

"My mother died six years ago," writes Miss Ruth
Ward, of Jerseyville, 111., "and left me to care for six
had never been strong; and this, with the shock
children.
of her death, was too much for me.
"1 failed in health. I was tired all the time and did
not want to go anywhere, nor care for company. I had
pains.
the headache all the time and such bearing-dow- n
"A very dear friend advised me to take Cardui, as it
had done her so much good, so I commenced to use it
and now I am in good health."
1

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
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About as Many Acres Added
as Ate Eliminated by
Proclamation

4
4

10 00
9 40
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37
37
20
J
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Lands Around Cuba, Sandoval
County, Are Restored
to Entry.

8, 1910.

confident and perfectly sure that what
He says is true.
Oh! Catholics let us begin today to
fully realize the enormous treasury of
grace contained in tlhe central act ol
the church's worship. Even one holy
mass offered in one place in all the
world would have in itself such value
that all the wealth and gold of the
earth would be but meanness and destitution compared to it. Oh! Catholics
stop for a moment and think what
would our lives be today if the priesthood of Christ were extinguished upon earth and never again till the end
of time the Eucharistic sacrifice
should be offered upon our altars.
How destitute would all the world
seem then. What could the inventions of man ever produce to fill the
aching void in our hearts thus created. The very thought makes us shudder. Thanks to God's infinite goodness this awful anathema will never
come upon us.

J 44
Washington, D. C- Sept. 8. The
President has signed proclamations
I.v
11
Ar
Cimarron
Ar
00
Lv
which eliminate from the .Jemez naCimarron
Women's pains are relieved or prevented and women's
Tour kidney trouble may be of long
Nash
n 08
is quickly restored, by Cardui, the woman's tonic
9 tional forest 128,7:!6 acres, and add to
rc is
Harlan
strength
it may be either acute or
standing,
S4
. 35
Ute Park N. M...Lv
Ar
You yourself know best if you need it, or not
it 26,880 acres and to the Carson na
chronic, but whatever it is Foley's
to
use
commence
not
but
do
If you do need it,
delay,
Remedy willt aid you to get rid of it
it'onnnrtswlth K. P. S. V. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, ST, M. at 6:15 p. m. tional forest 110,033 acres.
It at once.
day of delay, only lets you slide further
Every
natural
Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N. M. at9:55a.m.
t(lonnet:ts with K. P. MS,N', W.
quickly and restore your
are
These
the
a
result
of
changes
M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
SStatfr for Van Houten
down the hill.
health and vigor. "One bottle of FoC. AS. Pinsemier trains nrrive ami depart from DeMolnes as follow:
careful field examination made by the
its
for
to
Cardui
take
Don't wait, then, but begin
today,
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH BOUND:
ley's Kidney Remdey made me well,"
V. S. department of agriculture last
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 1. 1.43 a. m,
use, no matter how prolonged, cannot harm you and will
11 p, m.
said J. Sibbull, of Grand View, Wis.
No,
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
Raton and Preston with C A S. Ry. at
summer, to learn where the forest
Track connection with A. T. A. A, V. Ry.at
do
good.
you
Commence taking it now. The Capital
surely
N
M, and Otmarron A Northwestern at
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax.
boundaries included land that should
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Pharmacy.
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Turn.,
be restored to the open public doand Red Lakes. N. M.
for Special Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment for Women." sent free.
Ute Park. N. M. Is depot forthe following. stations In N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
If you want anything on eartb- - try
F 1
main, or excluded hind that should
Lobo. Questa, Rancuos de Taos, Red
Baldy Black Lakes. Oerro. Kllzabethto-vua New Mexican Want Ad.
have been taken in. The land elimiliiver City. Talpa. Taos and Twining.
Dnily. fKlag, t Daily except Sunday
nated is at the southwest corner of
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
the Jemez. It includes the settle- G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
ments of La Jara and Cuba and prac-- ; hand lo
Superintendent,
,n h , ,
suc. centuries before the city of Mary had
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. 1
Ratn. N. M.
ically all of the agricultural lands ceM to tJne
5party.
d
erected her clorious cathedrals the
in the Puerco valley, with all of tlhe
MASONIC.
paeans of praise which we raise here
Mesa Portales and most of the Valle! A cal1 wlU be iss,,ed in the next under
God's
dome
of
blue
the
great
few days b the President
the
Chiguile and the Valle San Ysidro.
Montezuma Lodge No
of nature had .sounded their
-- "I 1
There is estimated to be on the'State League of Missouri convening temple
1, A. F. & A. M. Ret
to the very throne of
echoes
a!oft
,u
Buue
lue
ul
tluus
elimination 3,000,000 feet of yellow
ular communication
of dele- God; so that before the inhabitants
pine and several thousand cords of convention for the selection
first Monday of eacl
the
had
framed
of
beautiful
this
city
for
to the National League and
pinon and cedar, but the forest growth gates
month a- Masonic nan
or
laws by which it is governed,
is so scattered and interspersed with snch other business as may arise. A
nt 7 an ... m
streets
the spacious
through
such large areas of open grass land number of other states are already planned we now
H. H. IjORMAN,
fahave passed, God's
and which
that it is thought inadvisable to hold planning for state conventions
vor
and
Acting Master.
this
had
rested
upon
place
Is
it
middle
the
of
September
by
it.
El Paso, Bisbee,
From Santa
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
it.
over
descended
had
His
blessings
the
league
by the officers of
The addition to the Jemez is at the
Douglas and all Points in New
wnen, on tne sad mgint Deiorej
will
extreme nortlhwest corner of the for- that every state in the Union New!
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Christ's
passion in the dim supper-- j
for
the
have
selected
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
delegates
in
est,
township 25 and 26 north,
R. A. M.
Son of God !
Regular con- of
the
the
chamber
Pasch,
York
convention.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
range 2 west, immediately south of
vocation second Monday of
rx'V
of
Sacrament
the
Blessed
instituted
The convention will be brought to
the Jicarilla Apache Indian reservaeach month at Masonic
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
we
tion and the Jicarilla division of the n close on Saturday evening, October, H Iove He knew ,uU,7fU th.at
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
our
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we are fulfilling the plans of God
( fourth
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arrangements.
per acre and estimated altogether at having charge
month at Masonic Hall at
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an(1 realizing the eternal designs
Letters from distinguished leaders
20,200,000 board feet. The remaining
7:30 p. m.
t0 H1 nilnd on
representa- - Jesus cblist Present
area consists of heavy pinon timber, of the party including
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
For Kites and full information address
His &reat lesion. Truly,
the eve
in
the
tives
Senators
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Congress,
acre
cords
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
per
running
the government, indicate that the God's glory, thrice sacred is the spot
entire addition. Tlre n,e no
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
ments in this region and very few in- banquet will be one of the most bril- - sanctified by His sacramental pres. 14tU
Ancient and Accepted
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ence.
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And
indeed
is
privileged
ever held under the ausnices of
dustries other than grazing.
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l whom the KinS of .kinSs Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
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The addition to the Carson national a political party and the. speeches
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particularly
Secretary.
Look around you!
low pine timber, estimated at 85,000,-00- York state, it is generally thought and benedictions.
B. M., and also heavy forests of that gathering of state clubs in na- and consider well the full beauty and
B. P. O. E.
wonder-petu- s
juniper and pinon, estimated altogeth- tional "pow wow" will give an im- the fuller significance of this
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to the campaign that cannot ful scene, Nature and grave, earth holds its Lodge session
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time, but is accessible to points on
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A pleasing, good, high grade, truly ment this Royal Mount is become a
the D. & R. G. railroad in Colorado.
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
The southern portion of the addition flavored, amber colored cup of coffee second Tabor and the very heavens J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
is a mesa country intersected by can- can be had and without the real Cof- - have opened above this hallowed place
Secretary.
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descend
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where
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yons, changing toward tlhe north to fee danger, or damage to health by
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lands eliminated from the Jemez will both healthful and satisfying. No 20 ment fills
overflowing each
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real opinion. They have no
what conservation
idea
adequate
means as applied, for instance, by
this organization to our natural resources.
In spito of exhaustive reports issued
by the departments in spite of scholarly and illuminative articles on the
subject, the people generally do not
yet understand the real object of con- servation. A busy people in trade do
not have time to read government reports or long speeches on any subject
and of rotirse no one can do justice
to even one element of this great subject in a short article.
The net result is therefore that
there is no general understanding or
even the A, B, C of conservation-su- ch
as should be given to the people
such as they would be giud to have,
and such as they must have before
there is warrant for feeling that the
foundation stones of conservation are
so firmly grounded that no transitory
wave of agitation on unimportant details can be successfully used to dislodge them.
The majority have not yet grasped
the idea that one of the prime objects of this conservation movement
is to nreserve the fertility and pro(jutiveness of the soil, on which we
a, aepend f0r our food supply,
Tney are not iware that already in
whore
niany )avts 0f this country,
any man wh0 rented farm
tormeriy
lands w:as enlirely free to use them
.
b indifference to their future, he
is now required by the owners to enter into a written contract which provides just how the land is to be cultivated how the crops are to he rotat- ed, and fertilizers used. The owners
0f these lands today require their
ants to practice conservation.
Mihen this nation of business peo- e
unuerstanas tnat couservauuu i
p
simply another term for business management of the people's capital, the
pressure of public opinion win oe so
strone behind this movement as to
brook no interference or delay in the
passage and enforcement of the lawsneeded to begin at once a business adhold any

NEW TYPE OF
G1TIZENSH1P
Wallace D. Simmons on "Our
Resources as Basis for

lo us millions of acres of land which
can and will add greatly to our food,
and meat supply; toll them what has
already been accomplished, for in-- '
stance, in Florida, and the progress
that is still being made by rec'ama- tion work, to the great benefit of the
people of that state.
Explain in a simple m.'inner that
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value.,. A tunnel was Ji ivtn iuO feet,
una a station cut. binkmg began,
now down oOd feet and all In ore.
Some stoping is being done, merely
to keep up production; but principal
operations at this time lie in the
driving of an air shaft, work being
from the surface and underground at
the same time. When this shall have
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business.
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sheet
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sheet.
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the general prosperity of our people, tionally enthusiastic and went back of get, Summit and Jim Crow mines, un- Victoria camp, about 20 miles from sheet
be,
Statement with
where he owns claims. Thisj Coal Declaratory
Ask the business .council to formu- - Lordsburg into the real mining disI commend to your consideration
til 1897, at which time' the oxidized Deming,
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until he flesh was bare on the soles
of his feet.
Who Wants to Buy a Park? The
Woman's Improvement Association of
(Continued From faae Two.)
Las Cruces, is offering for sale the
Save your Adobe Grand tickets for W. L A. park. This park was started
the dinner set to be given away next by the women and has been kept up
for more than ten years solely through
Monday.
"The Sorrows of the Unfaithful" Is their efforts. On account of lack of
a biograph and is good. See the beau-- I financial assistance from the town
tiful water scene all through this pic- and its merchants, the association lhas
taken this step, the burden of keeping
ture. It's at the Elks' tonight.
Annual Meeting The Mutual Build- up the park proving too much for it
to carry. Public sentiment is stronging and Loan association will hold its
annual stockholders' meeting tonight ly against allowing the park to be
BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
at 7:30 o'clock in the office of Hanna abolished and it may be that this sentiment will cause the town board of
& Wilson, in the Laughlin block.
EACH S A.CK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
trustees to take over the property, or
MarIssued
Licenses
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
Marriage
have it bought by public subscription
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
riage licenses were Irrued yesterday and
given to the town.
A. Burtner
to
Owen
at
THE
Albuquerque
THE
ONE
GUESSING
POUNDS.
1000
Woman's Association Elects Officers
of
C.
Albuquerque,
and
Jones
Florence
ON
SEPT. 25th
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK
AssoThe Woman's Improvemene
and W. M. Rlckard and Birdie Kable,
ciation of Las Cruces held Its annual
Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
of Dodge City, Kan.
money if not entirely satisfactory.
be- Are You Getting Your Numbers at election of officers, the following
Mrs.
Frank
the
For
result:
president,
the Elks' theatre for that handsome
Mrs. Oscar
jlslas; for
S3. 4.
prize to be given away Wednesday,
0.
C. D.
Mrs.
for
iLohman;
secretary,
them
for
September 21? If not ask
Mrs.
for
Thompson;
treasurer,
Henry
they are valuable.
Stoes. This association has been in
You Can't Afford to Miss the Funerfor 18 years and has done
al of King Edward in motion pictures existence
an immense amount of good for the
at Adobe Grand tonight.
town of Las Cruces. It was these woAsks for Judgment G. Stevens,
men who bought and have since kept
filed a suit in the district court at AlIf You are in need of any
hearse that has been here.
up the
buquerque yesterday asking judgment It was only
also the W. I. A. that bought
thing at the Drug Store.
against Charles MacKim and Annie the first
sprinkling wagon used to
MacKim for ?S15.90 and costs because
the public streets. The assoof goods alleged to have been sold and sprinkle
ciation started t.nd developed the
GET IT AT
not paid for.
Morenci Bank is Robbed The Gila present city park and has kept it up
in the best shape for manjr years.
Valley hank at Morenci, Ariz., was
lone
robher,
a
held up yesterday by
Did you hear go head cat at tflie
who held a gun on the cashier and got
'away with $1500. He escaped on Adobe Grand.
A posse is out, hut it has
horseback.
W ere it costs no more for the BEST
NOTICE.
trail.
the
lost
BEST
service than you
goods and the
Get a Business Education.
Will Canvass Returns Saturday
If you desire to equip yourself for
The ballot boxes have been received
pay elsewhere for inferior. - - - - BUSINESS WORLD, spend a year
the
court
the
at
clerk
the
by
probate
in the COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
the
in
be
will
and
house
opened
ASK ABOUT THE REXALL GOODS
presence of t!he county commissioners of the State Holiness University,
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
New Mexico. We have a strong
Saturday and the returns canvassed
This is in conformity course and several teachers, in one
and certified.
with the election laws which prescribe year, bright boys and girls should prethat the returns must be canvassed pare for Bookkeeping and Stenographic work, and he able to receive a sal231 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
within six days after the election.
Dance Tonigh,t the ary from $50 up. The Commercial DeSeptember
dance for September at the assembly partment in this Institution will open
REASONABLE
20th.
room of the public library will be giv- September
en under the auspices of the Woman's RATES. For further information adBoarl of Trade. The setting In of dress or come to see
TIMS TABLE ALL
cool evenings of fall, will undoubtWM. J. BEESON, President.
the
Train arrives from the north at 3:35
edly increase the attendance at these
LOCAL TRAINS p. in.
SITUATION, by Oct. 1, by thoroughmonthly dances which are among the
features of social life at ly competent male
enjoyable
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conNew Mexico Central.
the capital.
strictly healilhy; highest references.
nect with No. 10 from the south and
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.
Laugh! Everyone who visited the R. L. Sharp, 1536 Emerson, Denver.
west, also No. 3 from the east, reTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m. Adobe Grand last night said that it
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
WANTED A cook, apply Mrs. H.
was the best vaudeville bill ever pre- Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conRebound When excellent won: can sented in Santa Fe, and the pictures H. Dorman, College street.
nect with No. 1
also takes be done right at home. Con-jl- t
ta" were great.
"ew Mexican Bindery.
passengers for No. 2
FOR RENT Furnished rooms far
passHot Coa!
Boy Danced on Red
1G0 Garcia.
ing Lamy at C:30 p. m. Returning
Charlie Laffeirty, while playing in the housekeeping.
If you are in need of anytLlng, try
arrive at Santa E'e 6:30 p. m. with No.
barefoot into a
back
yard,
jumped
a New Mexican Want Ad.
connection only.
The Gratitude of Elderly People
bed of ashes which he thought to be
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to coiGoes out to whatever helps give
Cold, but which were afire with live
ned with Nos. 7 and 9
coals. The little fellow began to them ease, comfort and strength. FoReturn-inand Nos. 4 and 8
scream and jump up and down, hut ley Kidney Pills cure kidney and bladStopped in SI
V!l ! i ft, 9! M ST
S q sure with Dr. minute
'
Shooi
arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 c ra.
did not have the presence of mind to der diseases promptly, and give comOuf
Croup Kemedy.
ii
h M
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
ft &?&PS
sure'y prove get out of them till his sister ran and fort and relief to elderly people. The
Train leaves for the north at 10:!'
lifted him out. The skin had burned Capital Pharmacy.
0o.. irui:ist9
n.idplcasinssj-rui-
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

"ffl" FLOUR

per sack $1.65 per sack
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The Rexall Drug Store.
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WITH THE BIG SHOE

THE BlG STOKiE

CLEAN SWEEP BY REPUBLICANS.
(Continued

from Page One.)

and Sandoval is the lowest with 932.
One Republican From Grant.
Silver City, Sept. 8 The vote cast
was as follows: Democratic: Walton
1,082; Harllee 1,075;
Gildhrist
994,
While 954; Republican: Murray 974;
Coon 878; Porterfield S40; Fowler 849.

is?.

1720; fine 1417.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Sept. 8. Cattle Receipts 7,000, including 2,000 southerns
Market steady. Native steers $4.74
23; fine mediums

8.25;

southern

steers

$3.755.25;

cows $3.25 St 4.25;
southern
native
cows and heifers $2.757; stackers
and feeders $3.25(36.25; bulls $3.25
4.25; calves $48.25; western steers
i9. 7S(f75K 9.5.
western in
i 5na7
i
Market
Receipts 4,000.
Hogs
(five to ten lower. Bulk $9.309.65;
heavy $9.209.4a; packers and butch-

El Paso, Texas, Sept. 8. That Albuquerque follows the policy of shipping
to El
all its indigent consumptives
Paso, is the belief of Miss Gilchrist,
superintendent of associated charities
in Phoenix. It is based on her recent
investigations in Albuquerque and
Flagstaff.
This allegation has come to light
through the tracing of cases from Albuquerque to Tucson and Phoenix.
The charity worker says that Albuquerque ships its consumptives to El
Paso, and that many later find their
way to Arizona from this city. On her
visit, however, she was unable to conworkers that
vince the Albuquerque
this was unfair to El Paso and Phoenix.
Miss Gilchrist is here to attend the
wedding In this city of her nephew,
Rowland Gilchrist and Miss Ellen
Leighton.

i

4.30.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 8. Cattle Receipts, 6,000; market, steady. Beeves
$4.808.40; Texas steers $3.756.00;
western steers $4.307.20;
stockera
and feeders $4.006.20; cows and heifers $2.406.50; calves $7.009.25.
Receipts, 13,000; market,
Hogs
10 cents lower.
Light $9.159.75;
mixed $S.509.60; heavy $8.309.35;
good to choice heavy $8.559.35;
pigs $S.309.40; bulk of sales $8.65

V
r

t'f

9.20.
35,000; market,
cents lower. Natives
$2.854.55; western $3.254.55; yearlings $4.755.75; lambs native $5.25
7.00; western $5.257.00.

Sheep
steady to

Receipts,

10

MAKES
NEW RECORD IN TEXAS.
Del Rio, Texas, Sept. s. The Rio
Grande rose 10 feet last night, within
a few hours, as a result of heavy rains
along the Pecos and Devil's river
PROHIBITION CARRY TWO
watersheds.
This is the highest rise
TEXAS PRECINCTS. known in 10 years. Ferries have been
discontinued and guard houses are out
Hamilton, Texas, Sept. 8. The local of commission.
The river is falling
held
here
election
including this afternoon.
option
Hico and Carioton justice precincts,
resulted in a victory tor the prohibiYour
as well as your
tionists by a majority estimated to- temper complexion
is rendered miserable by a
day at 300. The campaign was hard disordered liver. By taking Chamberfought on both sides and great inter- lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets you
est was manifested by the people.
can improve both. Sold by all drug
gists.

MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 8. Call money 1
Mexican
prime paper 5
Atch. 63
dollars 44; Amal. 63
U.
N. T. C. 119
Reading 138
P. 164
Steel 67
pfd. 115
New York, Sept. 8. Lead dull $4.40
standard, spot,
4.50; copped dull
Oct. $12.1512.20;
$12.12
silver 52
UHim. PORK.. LARD A ND ftlBS
Chicago, II!., Sept. 8 Wheat Dec.
100
May 106
Corn Dec. 55
May 59.
Oats Dec. 34
May 37
Pork Oct. 20.15; Jan. 18.671-2- .
Lard Oct. 12.271-2- ;
Jan. 10.75.
Ribs Oct. 11.671-2- ;
Jan. 9.821-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Sept. 8. "Wool steady;
territory an dwestern mediums
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HOW ABOUT IT?

DEPARTMENT

V

r

EL PASO COMPLAINS OF
ALBUQUERQUE'S MANNERS. ers
?9.309.65; lights $9.509.70.
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Sheep
Consumptives Sent to Pass City and five to ten lower. Muttons
$44.60;
From There Shipped to Phoenix
lambs $66.90; fed wethers and yearand Tucson.
lings $45.50; fed western ewes $3.75

I
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just received a large shipment of
FLORSnEIM SHOES which we are

Be

'ill vou let us fit you in a pair of

Winter Shoes if you are prompt
ly and politely waited upon, rightly
fitted and you get the best style your
price will purchase. If you get the
utmost comfort that can be put into a
shoe and have the guarantee of straight-ou- t
shoe house to have any complaint
no matter how slight, promptly satisfied
and to know you get a dollars worth for
every dollar you pay. Won't that sa-

offering
SPECIAL SALE

One Wee k Only
$6 00 and

Regular price $5.00
$6,50
under this sale take your choice for a
f

the best shoe you ever had on your foot
and it will give you more satisfaction
than any other shoe made.

tisfy yoti?

Ill
Young men who like swell Shoes can find here the seasons best. The new toes slightly narrow are the
thing. We have them in several styles, some buttons, some lace, some blucher cut patent kid & calf.

We ask young men to call for a look at the Swagger Styles.
$3.00 $3.50 or $400 and every shoe a prize.
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